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Everyone knows that "the face can wear a mask," that a person may be a good actor and put on a
certain expression that may deceive even the best judgment.But hands cannot change as the result
of a mere effort to please; the character they express is the real nature of the individualâ€”the true
character that has been formed by heredity or that has grown up with the person by long years of
habit
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This book was a monumental disappointment. I had checked the book out from my local library, that
book having at least twenty pictures of palms and examples. The book I received had not one palm
picture in it. The information in the book might be good but when it references a plate to view, there
should be a plate to view.

Very disappointed with this book. How to work without images? why arent there any plates? sad!It
couldve been better. Waste of time.

The book was interesting and well written as I love palm reading. It went well until I found out that all
the plates, diagrams and pictures were missing. A palmistry book without sample prints of palms are
of no use. Reading about the lines and mounts on the palm for examples of which the plates were
omitted left me wondering whether anybody checked or edited the book before publication. I would

have rated this e-book 5 stars had all the plates and diagrams been correctly included.

I was disappointed on reading this book because it did not have the old analysis format. Some the
information was helpful. I guess i should read it again maybe second time around will be better.
Since I read my books on a tablet, the ebook can't access the plates, so i don't know what they are
exhibiting on the plates (plate IV) and et cetera . No appendix neither in hopes of accessing the
plate. There are no pictures, which I suspect are the plates.

When I first started reading this book the author was upbeat and positive and then as the pages
went on I saw a very critical, blunt individual that did not have very flexible thinking. Some of the
things this Cheiro said were just so cold. At one point he stated that if the sun line was on it's own
mount with not connection to any line, that success would come so late in life it wouldn't even be
worth having. REALLY? Well that positive and cheery! Another instant he stated that Even if you
had the the best sun line if you had a hollow hand it wouldn't do you any good! His exact words
were "On a hollow hand, the line of Sun loses all power and it's promises are never fulfilled"
REALLY? So every one with a "hollow hand" your life will be crap! There were many more digs and
cruel criticism else wear. Also there were things he stated that were just not true, things he said that
should be a certain way in my life that just weren't. But in all fairness I will say that he did clear some
things up for me like the Double head line and his scientific explanation of palmistry is spot on. The
book wasn't all bad but his cold doom and gloom view of people with difficult hands don't fly with
me. Out dated thinking. Oh and the missing "plates" was irritating also. But I guess you get what you
pay for and payed nothing so I got just about that!

I purchased my first copy which came with a red cover in 1980. It was a great read and used as a
reference book for many years until it was sold along with my first book collection. This new copy
came with a white cover and larger print. The content of my new copy is the same as my first with
many fine drawings of the palm with all of its lines. Buy this new white cover copy. It will not
disappoint you.

without images its hard to imagine what the book is talking about. it refers to images but the kindle
doesnt pick them up. so is it the book or the kindle? i dont know nor do i have the time to continue to
find out.

My rating might have been higher if my Google Kindle app on my phone had been able to show the
many 'plates' indicated by links in the text. This may be a poor review of the app rather than the
book. Without being able to see the diagrams the text along did not provide enough useful
information.
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